
 

IOWA GAMES VOLUNTEER DESCRIPTIONS 

Athlete T-shirt Pick Up:   Hand out the Iowa Games t-shirts to athletes/coaches when they arrive to t-

shirt pick up area.   (indoors, partially standing/partially sitting) 

 

Basketball Scorekeeper:   Responsible for keeping score on the scoreboard & scoresheet during youth 

basketball games.   (indoors in a Gymnasium, seated during the timeframe). 

 

Basketball Shooting:   Responsible for running the stopwatch/clock and keeping track of the athlete’s 

times/points for various events.   (indoors in a Gymnasium, partially standing/partially sitting) 

 

Course Marshall: Keep the athletes on the right path by monitoring the corners in the road races and 

directing traffic as it passes through.  

 

Cycling Time Trial (Course Marshall):  Help monitor the corners and street closures to keep the athletes 

safe.   Help direct traffic as it passes through the area.   (outdoor job, partially standing/partially sitting) 

 

Cycling Time Trial (Registration):  Help hand out race packets and t-shirts as the athletes arrive at the 

event.   (outdoor job, partially standing/partially sitting) 

 

Event worker: Assist with timing and various other duties throughout the event.  

 

Midnight Madness (Course Marshall):  Help monitor the corners and street closures to keep the 

athletes safe.  Help direct traffic as it passes through the area (outdoor event, partially standing/partially 

sitting.   Receive a Midnight Madness t-shirt, pizza, drinks and ticket to the post-race band). 

 

Registration: Help to direct and inform the athletes and/or teams upon check-in at the venues. 

 

Scorekeeper/Timer/Timekeeper: Responsible for running the stopwatch/clock and keeping track of the 

athletes’ times for various events. 

 

Soccer Field Painting:   Help the Iowa Games staff prep the soccer fields for competition by measuring 

soccer fields, using field spray paint to mark the fields, etc..   (outdoors; physical labor, must be able to 

walk/stand/bend for longer periods of time) 

 

Soccer Registration (adult):   Responsible for checking in the athletes as they arrive at the event & 

handing out t-shirts (outdoors under a tent, sitting position, faster paced environment) 

 

Soccer Registration (youth):   Responsible for checking in the athletes as they arrive at the event.  

(outdoors under a tent, sitting position, faster paced environment) 

 

 



Swimming (Timer):  Assist with running a stopwatch for a lane at the swimming competition.  The 

stopwatch timer serves as a backup timer to the meet timing system.   (indoor swimming pool, mostly 

standing position with opportunity to sit between events) 

 

Swimming (Results):  Assist with running heat sheets, results from the event room to pool side.   (indoor 

swimming pool, must be able to walk for a distance ) 

 

Strongman (Event Worker):   Assist with timing and various other duties throughout the event.   

(outdoors in a parking lot, must be able to stand for a longer period of time; some lifting involved) 

 

Table Tennis (Scorekeeper):  Assist with recording the table tennis scores during the event.    

(indoors in a Gymnasium, partially standing/partially seated). 

 

Track & Field (Awards): Assist with handing out awards to the event winners (outdoors, under a tent, 

seated most of the time). 

 

Track & Field (Check-In): Responsible for checking in the athletes as they arrive at the event.  (outdoors, 

under a tent, seated most of the time) 

Track & Field (Event Worker): Assist meet officials with throws, long jump, and high jump events..  

(outdoors, standing most of the time; more physical work) 

 

Trucking Crew: Requires heavy lifting – Help transport equipment such as tables, chairs, awards blocks 

etc. to different locations around the venue when needed. (outdoors/indoors, lifting, carrying, loading, 

physical labor intense position) 

 

Questions? 

Contact Veronica Tarello at veronicat@discoverames.com or 515-817-6314 
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